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Our services
Visa support Likewise N. B In unusual visa cases, as well as work after a visa refusal the cost of the
service Visa under the key UK and other visa services can be increased. Analysis is required of the
visa situation. Each application is considered individually. All translations our company is certiﬁed by
certiﬁed translators standard document or certiﬁcate up to 2000 characters. Translations of all
required documents included in the preparation of documents under the key Not a citizen of the
Russian Federation Individual Businessman or the owner of the company, the cost is doubled. Turnkey
analysis and veriﬁcation of forms and documents completing the online form on the Embassy website
help paying the visa fee translation of documents for visa status of readiness and obtaining a
passport in a UK visa application centre. YOU can pay the visa fee by yourself to Your card the
algorithm of payment of the consular fee for a visa to the UK You will explain to the visa specialist.
How to pay the visa fee The ﬁrst visa in UK you should request 6 months For visa Tier 2 Tier 4
Dependant Parent Entrepreneur Investor Settlement requires payment of mandatory health insurance
immigration the NHS in the UK for the whole period of residence in the UK. Based 150-200 pounds a
year fee debit Bank card in U.S. dollars at the exchange rate of the CBR. The payment calculation
shall be rounded and can be more time визыBRP card. The NHS and Immigration IHS for health
services in the UK Immigration Health Surcharge. Without the visa and medical fee can not be
schedule an appointment at the visa application centre. To order a visa under the key I don't know
which category of UK visa to choose Fill out the online application form for a tourist visa and specify
the purpose of the trip in the UK.We will analyse Your proﬁle and suggest a category of British
visa.The algorithm for obtaining visas to the UK The visa paperwork with the experts is conducted
only via e-mail visavikivisa.ru in the subject of emails do not forget to specify the Complainant's Name
in the text of the letter in a free form ask questions to the letter, you can attach the application form
and documents. VISA UK DOCUMENTS Sending your details and documents You conﬁrm their
trustworthiness. Upon receipt of documents and payment will be attached to You personal visa
specialist. Additional services VikiVisa BVC and Embassy UK Visa support in the UK N. B each time you
submit documents and biometric data visa applications should present all applicants to the British
Visa Center. The addresses of the Visa Centers in Hopstial ﬁling and delivery of biometrics in the BVC
do not recommend PS BVC British Visa application Centre Good luck getting
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